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1. Fees for using License12 services
Upon Registration, the user choses the billing currency EUR or USD as the default. The billable
transaction is established by uploading the contracts (orders, proposals, frame agreements,
support agreements, etc.). Billing of License12 services consists of a one-time fee related to
their net contract value in accordance to the selected service level:
ContractSafe™ (Repository, CS)
1.5 % of net contract value
ContractCompass™ (Benchmark, CC)
additional 0.5 % of net contract value
ManagedLicense12™ (includes CS and CC)
Rate depends on content of SLA
The minimum fee for any uploaded contract is 200,- EUR or USD.
Vendor support fees and expenses are not taken into account.
For proposals, the fee is charged based on the first digitalized version. If the contract should be
closed at a net contract value exceeding the initial version, the balance will be charged at the
initial rate. All intermediate versions can be digitalized to replace the proposal at no additional
fee.
A new service level may be selected at the end of each subscription year with 30 days notice,
or on request. The day of upload is the cutoff date for all promotional rates.
2. Recurring maintenance fees
The mandatory maintenance fee for programs updates and adjustments of vendor master data
(e.g. license models, vendor price lists, general allowances) is based on the following baseline:
Sum of all one-time fees of active contracts in ContractSafe™. Contracts will become part of
the baseline only for the first calendar year after submission.
Maintenance rate: 20% per year, charged at the beginning of each quarter (5%).
3. Fees for QuickBenchmark™ Each request is charged with a one-time flat fee of USD 399,- or
299,-€ for customers outside the Americas. There are no maintenance fees.
4. Expenses
Invoices are sent electronically free of charge. On request, a paper invoice will be sent. A costcovering service fee plus the related postage will be charged in this case.
All customs and taxes (e.g. VAT) will be borne by the service recipient.
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